Why Gate 15 and What’s in a
Name?
Our services, based on our three core capabilities, are grounded in the name of the company – Gate 15.
Gate 15 is an acronym and it symbolizes our core values. You can read more on that here, Gate 15:
What’s in a Name?
“The name Gate 15 is acronym, representing the priorities I established when I began
this company, and the priorities I still hold as I try to help lead our efforts today. In
short, if I can successfully honor my faith, my country, and my family in the way I lead
and in the way our team works, then I consider Gate 15 a success… God and America,
I think those are pretty self-explanatory. ‘Family’ has more meaning than may be
evident. Yes, certainly, I want to honor and provide for my loved ones. But family is
more than that. When someone takes the bold step and joins this team, or when
someone chooses to bring us on board to assist in their mission, that is an incredible
honor for me and a responsibility I take very seriously.” – Andy Jabbour, Founder and
Managing Director of the Gate 15 Company.

Everyone who is connected to Gate 15 becomes part of our extended family; staff, clients, partners, and
colleagues. We take those relationships seriously – we honor them and appreciate them. And because
of that, when we deliver on our core capabilities we do so with a higher standard.
Threat and Risk Analysis
Gate 15 provides our intelligence and threat information services and products to inform
situational awareness, preparedness planning, and to penetrate the decision-making cycle
to help inform time-sensitive decisions effecting operations, security, and resources.

Preparedness
Supporting organizational planning, training, and exercises to include workshops and the
full range of discussion-based and operational exercises in compliance with the
Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) methodology.

Operations
Augmenting your staff with our dedicated personnel, you gain the advantage of a Gate 15
teammate supported by our team and collective experience, networks and expertise.
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